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H

oyt again demonstrates the never ending drive
to take bow design to the “next level” with the all
new Carbon Matrix bow. It is like nothing else
you have ever seen and it introduces an advanced manufacturing process to the industry. While light and “airy”
the riser on this new rig is virtually indestructible. Check
out the Hoyt website at www.hoyt.com to see their
“Torture” videos.
The Carbon Matrix is highlighted with Hoyt’s new OTech Technology tubular TEC Riser, XTS ARC limbs, ProLock limb pockets, XTR Cam & 1/2 eccentrics, Pro Fit
grip, stainless steel stabilizer mounting insert,
StealthShot String Suppressor System and custom string
and cables.

Advanced Riser Design

pressor mounting apparatus. The end of each structural
tube appears to slip inside of a riser termination feature
that interfaces with and creates a platform for the limb
pockets (more on limb pockets later).
Before we get into a discussion about the various
accessories, mounting holes and technologies that call
the riser home it should be noted that Hoyt had to meet
some challenges to make this riser a possibility. The
solution to those challenges comes in the form of unique
fixturing configurations. A carbon riser does not lend
itself to being drilled and tapped so you have to rely on
more of a clamping action. Think of it as a bolt, washer
and nut combination rather than relying on the walls of
the riser material to do the supporting. With that in mind
let’s talk about the accessories.
First, there is a plate mounted to the outside of the

Hoyt’s Carbon Matrix Tec Riser is like nothing you
have ever seen on a compound bow before. It throws traditional concepts of risers out the window by using flowing and twisting columns of specially constructed carbon to fashion the Matrix centerpiece. How do they do
it? Well, I cannot fully explain it because the technology,
called O-Tech Technology, is proprietary. It will have to
suffice to say that this new technology is the key to constructing the hollow carbon tubes and twisting them into
the shapes and forms required to fashion the overall Tec
style riser. There are three basic tubes that make up the
complete riser, two of which flow into and out of the only
part of the riser that resembles typical construction –
that being the handle, shelf and sight window section.
These two tubes cross over each other after they leave
the handle and then split between the front and back of
each pocket. The tube that forms the easily-recognized
Tec strut travels from the front of the top pocket, sweeps
behind the grip and dives forward again to meet the
front of the bottom limb pocket. Along the way it gains
support by connecting to nearby structures such as the
cable guard attachment fixture, other riser tubes and the
webbed feature that cradles the stabilizer and string sup-

Hoyt’s XTR Cam & 1/2 System includes a built-in draw stop for a
super solid wall. Hybrid eccentric arrangements consist of a control cam and power cam with the split harness power cable terminating on the axle.

About The Author
Jon E. Silks has a degree in Quality Engineering and much of his
career has centered around the testing and evaluation of products. Now 41, he’s been bowhunting since age 12. Silks started
writing for magazines and websites 10 years ago and since
then has done more than 500 product reviews. Manufacturers
who appreciate his thoroughness and frankness have often
asked him to conduct third-party testing of their prototypes.
Silk’s work has appeared on the web on Bowhunting.net and
Bowsite.com and has been published in Petersen’s Bowhunting,
Bowhunter, Arrow Adventure and Whitetail Fanatic, along with
ArrowTrade. Jon and Jennifer Silks have six children and live in
Pennsylvania. Silks can be reached at jon@silksoutdoors.com.
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shelf and sight window area that is clamped into place with two screws entering from the opposite side. The plate is drilled and tapped to accept those two
screws as well as sight and arrow rest screws/bolts. Just to the rear of that plate
is the extruded carbon cable rod, which is fitted inside of a built-in hollow carbon tube. I am not sure if the cable rod is simply press fitted into the tube or if
an adhesive is holding it in place. Probably both. An injection molded slide
rounds out the cable guard system. Next is the unique apparatus that serves as
the attachment interface for the string suppressor and stabilizer. A portion of
the riser is actually molded into a partial cradle that accepts this fixture. Again,
a clamping action is needed to hold it in place, as a single bolt passes through
a washer, through the riser and into a drilled and tapped hole in the fixture.
The StealthShot String Suppressor System is advertised to momentarily capture and tame the string after the shot, reducing oscillation by more than 70
percent and creating a cleaner nock and arrow separation; the goal is a quieter
and more accurate shot.
Another riser feature is Hoyt’s popular Pro-Fit Grip system. Basically this
system includes four grip styles that share a common mounting platform.
Those styles include wood side plates, high-wrist one-piece wood grip, standard one-piece wood grip and the 180 Grip, which is made with a softer rubber-like material and includes an inlay of the Hoyt Buck logo.
Hoyt’s Carbon Matrix riser is available in Realtree APG HD, Black Out and
Half-and-Half finish options.

·
·
·

Talking Points – Riser
(Notable bow features to bring up during the selling process)
The Pro-Fit grip allows you to fit almost any archer.
The construction of the new riser is an obvious talking point – this is completely different from other risers and has benefits that can be pointed out
– light weight, incredibly strong, etc.
A stainless steel stabilizer-mounting insert is one of those features that
every bow should have in my opinion – glad to see it on the Carbon Matrix.
Hoyt tames noise with
their StealthShot String
Suppressor – everyone
likes a quiet bow.

Hoyt’s Carbon
Matrix. More
information on
this unique bow
appears in Tim
Dehn’s
Bowhunting
Round Table
report.

·

Smooth Operator
Hoyt stays with the tried
and true hybrid type cam
system, which has served
them and their customers
well for quite a few years.
The XTR Cam & 1/2 powers
the Carbon Matrix to advertised IBO speeds reaching 318 fps on a comfortable 7.25 inch brace
height and is designed specifically to compliment a past parallel
limb design.
What is a hybrid cam system? A hybrid cam system is one that
uses two elliptical shaped cams, a control cable, split harness
power cable and an evenly placed string. By “evenly placed” I mean
Hoyt introduces an all new concept in riser design with their O-Tech
Technology Hollow Carbon Tube construction. A testament to the incredible
toughness of this material and technology is featured on a series of videos
entitled “Torture”, which can be found at Hoyt.Com.
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that there is an equal length of string above and below the center of the bow.
This is important as it reduces the effects of mechanical string seating and
string stretch. The top cam, or control cam, in this system has two tracks that
house the string and control cable. The bottom cam, or power cam, is home to
three tracks, which are used by the string, control and power cables. The control cable essentially ties the two cams together so they rotate in lock-step. As
the bow is drawn the power cam lets out the control cable and the control cam
takes it up – they move together. When the bow is shot or let down the opposite is true – the control cam lets out the control cable and the power cam takes
it up. Again, the two cams move together. Also, when the bow is drawn the
lion’s share of the load is handled by the power cable as it is taken in by the
power cam and exerts a load on the top axle to which it is attached with a split
harness. This type of system (hybrid cam) is advertised to require less hassle to
maintain – less synchronization and timing issues as well as straight and level
nock travel. Past hybrid cam systems from Hoyt have proven to be reliable, low
maintenance, quiet and accurate.
Hoyt’s XTR Cam & 1/2, which rides on a steel axle and sealed ball bearings,
Bow Specifications
Manufacturer:
Model:
Website:

Hoyt
Carbon Matrix
www.hoyt.com

Draw Weights
Draw Lengths
Axle-to-axle length
Brace Height
Mass Weight
Let-off
Advertised IBO
Eccentrics
Strings/Cables

50, 60, 70 and 80 lb peak
27-31" - modular
35"
7.25"
3.8 lbs
75 percent
318 fps
XTR Cam & 1/2
Fuse Custom

Finish
Grip
Riser
Limb Pockets
Limbs
Cable Guard
Warranty
MAP

Realtree APG/Black out
Pro-Fit Custom
O-Tech Hollow Carbon
Pro-Lock Pivoting
XTS ARC Beyond Parallel
Carbon rod with slide
Limited Lifetime
$1,599.00

Test Parameters
N
N
N
N
N
N

Bow weight: 70 pounds +/- 0.1 pounds
Draw Length will be set to 30” (+ 0.25” -0.00”)
Properly spined arrows will be selected according to the formula set out in the I.B.O.
rules for minimum grains per pound (350 grains)
All arrow velocity ratings must be measured using a shooting machine with
mechanical release
A minimum of five shots must be chronographed using an arrow as defined above.
The five shots will then be averaged to obtain the final result. All velocity values for a
given arrow must fall within a range of 2 ft/sec
A chronograph with a minimum of two gates set no more than 48” apart will be used.
The initial gate will be set at 36” from the front of the bow’s handle.

Test Method
N Just to make sure the bow is at least in the right ballpark the draw weight and draw
length are roughly verified with Easton’s Hand Held Bow Weight Scale and a simple
draw length arrow correlated to a mark on the shelf adjacent to the deepest part of the
grip. This saves me a lot of time if the bow is not close to the right draw length or
draw weight.
N Brace height is tested using calibrated dial calipers
N Install New Archery Products Quik Tune 3000 Arrow Rest
N Set nock point
N Verify draw weight using a calibrated digital force gauge backed up with the Easton
Bow Force Mapper (BFM) System handheld unit
N Verify draw length using the Silks Outdoors Bow Analysis Program, which is a
combination of a custom software package, modified Apple Bow Drawing Machine,
Chatillon digital force gauge, calibrated 36” steel rule and trammel point
N Mark cams at full draw
N Paper tune by hand
N Set bow on Spot Hogg’s Hooter Shooter portable shooting machine – draw to cam
marks and fire through two chronographs – Oehler and Easton. Both chronographs
are equipped with indoor lighting kits.
N Speed is recorded from the average of 5 shots.
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generates a system letoff listed at approximately 75 percent. Draw length adjustments
are easily made with a set of interchangeable
modules, each held to the main cam body
with two small screws that do not require a
bow press to be removed. These modules
offer draw length options from 27 to 31 inches in 1/2 inch increments.

Objective Test Categories
Kinetic Energy: 77.62 foot-pounds
This is the energy that actually goes into propelling the arrow. Basically, it is the energy that
is left over from the stored energy after all of the bow system friction
is accounted for.
Stored Energy: 95.34 foot-pounds
When a bow is drawn energy is supplied to the limbs. The amount of energy that
limbs can hold is the stored energy

the

Efficiency Rating: 81.42 percent

Talking Points – Cam System
This is the amount of stored energy (in %) that can be successfully tranferred into propelling
the arrow upon release. The bow design, including limbs, limb pockets, cam systems, and
Hoyt has a solid reputation for designing
axle types play into the bow's efficiency.
and delivering eccentric systems that have
SE/PF Ratio: 1.36
a silky smooth draw cycle year after year.
Look at the draw cycle included with this
This is the ratio of stored energy to peak force. In other words, what returns are you getting
for the power you supply?
report – smooth.
Draw lengths that cover a wide range and
only a module change makes it happen – this is good split limb measures only 5/8 inch wide and when comfor you and the customer.
bined with the other creates an overall width of nearly 2
A 75 percent letoff is comfortable and functional – inches. This combined width increases lateral and torhave to hold an extra 20 seconds until that buck of a sional stability while decreasing mass and weight. Hoyt
goes above and beyond by ensuring their limb designs
lifetime takes those last few steps? Not a problem.
can withstand 1,000 dry fires at 80 pounds and 30 inch
Limbs and pockets
draw length. Split limbs have an inherent advantage
Hoyt employs several technologies in their limbs and over solid limbs in that they eliminate two stress points
limb pockets. XTS ARC limbs are constructed with five common in traditional solid limbs. First, they do away
ayer fiberglass construction, which combines material with the V-groove needed to make way for the eccentrics
layers adhered at different levels from the core material and second, there is no need for the smaller vcreating both strength and flexibility. Each individual groove/notch needed for the limb bolt to pass through.

·
·
·
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Both of these areas are stress points (areas where cracking is more likely to initiate and propagate) on solid limb
bows.
At rest the XTS ARC limbs are already near parallel
and present a defined curl created by the pre-load placed
on them. At full draw these limbs reach well beyond parallel to capture those qualities afforded by this configuration: Limbs that reach a parallel or past parallel position at full draw deliver the force from release in equal
and opposite directions. Basically this causes the leftover
energy after propelling the arrow to be cancelled out as
the limbs act in opposition to one another. A bow that
incorporates this technology has significantly reduced
shock, vibration and noise as compared to a similar bow
with upright limb sets. Limbs are available in 50, 60, 70
and 80 pound peak draw weight options.
Hoyt calls on their new pivoting Pro-Lock limb pockets to serve as the critical interface between limbs and
riser. These pockets, which attach to the tube termination fixture at each end of the riser, are designed to
clamp the limbs into place creating a zero tolerance fit. A
pivoting pocket, rather than a pivoting limb, more precisely controls the movement and tolerances during the
draw weight adjustment process. Pockets are CNC
machined from aluminum and finished to match the
riser. With this pocket system the limbs straddle a protruding circular tab on the tube termination fixture and
are harnessed by the pocket. A smooth black anodized
spacer inserted into the circular tab isolates the side of
the limbs from the metal tube termination fixture. Where
the tab maintains spacing the pocket cradles and captures each individual split limb.

Talking Points – Limbs and Limb Pockets

· Point out the pivoting limb pockets – superior to those
that remain stationary while the limb moves.
· A limb tough enough to withstand 1,000 dry fires at 80
·

pounds and 30 inch draw length. What more needs to
be said?
Past parallel limbs equal reduced shock, vibration and
noise – who isn’t looking for that in their next bow?

Testing:
A single brass nock and QuikTune 300 Arrow Rest
were attached to the bow – nothing more. With the

Silks Outdoors uses a
top-of-the-line Chatillon
digital force gauge to plot
the force-draw curve. This
curve provides information needed to calculate
stored energy and efficiency. The draw weight
of the Hoyt Carbon Matrix
is maxed out at 70 pounds
as seen here.
PHOTO LEFT: Using carbon material to construct
a riser brings with it certain challenges. Here you
can see that a clampedon fixture is needed to
provide an accessory
mounting platform. Also
shown is the unique cable
guard mounting feature
on the riser.

Test Equipment
Last Chance Archery Power Press
Spot-Hogg Hooter Shooter portable shooting machine
Commercial Bow Drawing Machine
Calibrated Mitutoyo Dial Calipers – 8”
Calibrated Chatillon DFIS 200 Digital Force Gauge
NAP QuikTune 3000 Arrow Rest
American Whitetail Large Bag Targets
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Spot Hogg’s Hooter Shooter
portable shooting machine is an
important component in
ArrowTrade bow testing. The use of
a machine creates consistency and
eliminates any possible human
shooting form error.

Competition Electronics Pro Chrono Digital with indoor lighting system
Easton Professional Chronograph with an infrared lighting system
Easton Digital Bow Scale
Calibrated steel rule – 36”
Easton Archery Arrows
Tru Ball Chappy Boss Mechanical Release
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exception of these two items every bow is tested, as it chase choice based on several factors including the cost,
would be shipped to the dealer or customer. In other speed, shot noise, shock/vibration level, grip and the
words, if it has string silencers or other components draw cycle.
In our testing for Arrow Trade Magazine we try to
pre-installed it is tested with them installed. While the
give
you a feel for how a bow performs in the “subjec“official” velocity rating for our calculations will be
tive”
areas mentioned above. You can then focus on the
taken with an arrow as defined below, we will also use
bow’s
notable subjective points when interacting with
two other test arrows as reference points. This will be
your
customer.
The term “subjective” can basically be
done to bring a bracketed picture of the bow’s speed
translated
into
“opinion”.
Here is my opinion of this
performance to the reader. Test arrows include a lightbow’s
performance
in
the
following subjective cateweight 350-grain arrow, a mid-weight 425-grain arrow
gories:
and a relatively heavy 540-grain arrow. Before recording
speeds with these arrows the
Subjective Test Results
bow was first tuned for each
Shot
Noise:
one.
Most
every
bowhunter/archer will be able
Despite the lightweight carbon structure the Carbon Matrix demonstrated excellent shot
noise levels (low).
to extrapolate their approximate arrow speed in relation
to similar set-up parameters
Grip Comfort and Function:
and results presented from the
The grip is functional, well formed, and comfortable in both size and material. The Prothree test arrows.
Fit options makes this a grip for almost anyone.
The speed result from the
350-grain arrow is entered into
Draw Cycle "Feel":
the Silks Outdoors Bow
Analysis Program, which then
Hoyt comes through again with a super smooth draw cycle. They maintained the basic draw
cycle features to achieve good speed while rounding out all the transitions.
automatically calculates the
Kinetic Energy, Stored Energy,
Shock and Vibration Levels:
and Efficiency.
Potential customers will
Vibration is barely detectible and only a short lived "bump" was noted in my hand at the
shot
shot.
generally make their bow purhtcarb
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18.00"

Draw Length:
Brace Height:
Max Load:
Max Pos:

Load (lbs)

TestID:
Tested By:
Min Load:
Min Pos:

Speed:
Power Stroke:
Kinetic Energy:
Stored Energy:
Dynamic Eff.:
Brace Height:
Peak Draw Weight:
Full Draw Condition:

316 ft/sec
1.77'
77.62 ft-lbs
95.34 ft-lbs
81.42%
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